Knowledge graph (KG) completion aims at filling the missing facts in a KG, where a fact is typically represented as a triple in the form of (head, relation, tail). Traditional KG completion methods compel twothirds of a triple provided (e.g., head and relation) to predict the remaining one. In this paper, we propose a new method that extends multi-layer recurrent neural networks (RNNs) to model triples in a KG as sequences. It obtains state-of-the-art performance on the common entity prediction task, i.e., giving head (or tail) and relation to predict the tail (or the head), using two benchmark data sets. Furthermore, the deep sequential characteristic of our method enables it to predict the relations given head (or tail) only, and even predict the whole triples. Our experiments on these two new KG completion tasks demonstrate that our method achieves superior performance compared with several alternative methods.
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bold letters denote the corresponding embeddings of h and r, and then combined to a continuous representation o t for predicting t.
Although existing methods have shown good performance on entity prediction, in real world they may still be inadequate to complete a KG. Let us assume that there is a method which can effectively complete an entity h given a relation r explicitly. But if we do not provide any relations, this method would be incompetent to enrich h, since it is incapable of knowing which relation should be used to complete this entity. An alternative way is to iterate over all relations in the KG, but such process is time-consuming and error-prone. We argue that this may prevent the existing methods from being useful in the real world.
The recurrent neural network (RNN) is a neural sequence model, which has achieved state-of-the-art performance on many natural language processing (NLP) tasks, such as language modeling, speech recognition and machine translation [5, 6] . A triple in a KG can be considered to be a sequence of length 3, which inspires us to use RNNs to model KGs. However, we are still challenged by the following two obstacles: (i) triples are not natural language. They model complex structures of KGs with a fixed expression (h, r, t). Such short sequences may be insufficient to provide adequate context for prediction, while it is time-consuming and difficult to construct valuable long sequences from a huge number of paths in KGs; and (ii) relations and entities are elements of two different types, and they appear in triples in a fixed order. It is over-simplified to treat them as the same type.
In this paper, we propose a new method, which employs RNNs to model triples in a KG as sequences. We first design BSKG, a basic sequential model for KGs, as an initial version to illustrate our method ( Figure 1 ). We denote an RNN cell by c, which receives its previous hidden state and the current element as input to predict the next. The cell in the entity layer processes entity embeddings like h, while the cell in the relation layer processes relation embeddings like r. In BSKG, we use one cell to sequentially process all input elements, and thus h, r are fed to the same cell c to obtain their respective output. Then, we use o r to predict relations of h and o t to predict tails of h → r.
However, BSKG lacks effectiveness to model complex structures, because it only uses a single RNN cell to process all input sequences. To improve the performance on complex KGs, a few existing methods like TransH [7] and TransR [8] suggest projecting entities by some vectors or matrices before combination. Different from them, we do not choose to extend BSKG by adding such a layer, since it requires creation of variables for each relation, which consumes considerable resources and may also make the models hard to converge. Instead, we propose DSKG in this paper, a deep sequential model that extends multi-layer RNNs to model KGs. DSKG can smoothly model complex structures, since each cell in DSKG does not need to output an explicit prediction result, but gives its own comprehension by adding or removing information from the hidden state and conveys this processed hidden state to its next cell. Therefore, the original input is continually refined by each cell, and the complex features can be fluently processed. • The Joint strategy is the most prevalent way used in the NLP area. RNN cells are reused in different layers like BSKG, but the output hidden state of each cell is not only recurrently fed to itself next time, but also sequentially conveyed to its next cell.
• The Respective strategy uses independent RNN cells for the entity layer and the relation layer, that is to say, c 1 , c 2 , c 3 and c 4 are all different. We want this strategy to achieve better performance when relations are diverse and complex.
• The Cascade strategy also uses different RNN cells for the entity layer and the relation layer. Instead of parallel connecting the two layers, we decide to link the end cell of the entity layer to the first cell of the relation layer. As a result, each cell in this strategy can concentrate more on its current work.
The main contributions of this paper are listed as follows:
• We introduce a new method for KG completion, which extends multi-layer RNNs to model triples in a KG as sequences of length 3. Three distinct strategies are proposed to integrate RNN cells and show their different characteristics in our experiments.
• We design two new KG completion tasks, namely relation prediction and triple prediction, as complements to the entity prediction task. The relation prediction task aims to predict relations only given a head (or tail) entity as input.  The triple prediction task is to predict the whole triples only given a head entity.
 Note that the relation prediction task is different from the task to predict relations given a head entity and a tail entity. The latter one is sometimes called relationship prediction.
• Our experimental results show that our method achieves state-of-the-art performance for entity prediction on the benchmark data sets based on Freebase and WordNet. It also achieves promising results on the new relation prediction and triple prediction data sets.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the related work. Section 3 describes the details of our method. Section 4 presents the experimental results. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 5.
RELATED WORK
We divide existing models into two sub-areas: translational models and non-translational models. We summarize several representative models in Table 1 . Our models are also added for comparison. 
Translational Models
Perhaps, TransE [4] is the most well-known embedding model for KG completion. It represents entities and relations as k-dimensional vectors in a unified space, and models a triple (h, r, t) as h + r ≈ t. TransE works well for one-to-one relationship, but it fails to model more complex (e.g., one-to-many) relationships. TransH [7] resolves this problem by regarding each relation r as a vector on a hyperplane whose normalization vector is w r . It projects entity embeddings h, t to this hyperplane by w r , and uses the same energy function as TransE for training. TransR [8] uses relation-specific matrices to project entities. It creates a project matrix W r for each relation r and projects h, t by W r . TransR also employs the same energy function for training.
To extend the above models, STransE [9] learns two project matrices W r,1 , W r,2 for each relation r, where W r,1 is used for projecting h and W r,2 is for projecting t. TranSparse [10] is similar to STransE, but it uses a more complex method to project h, t. PTransE [11] is also a TransE-like model. It uses additional path information for training. For example, if there exist two triples (e 1 , r 1 , e 2 ), (e 2 , r 2 , e 3 ), which can be regarded as a path in a KG, and another triple (e 1 , r x , e 3 ) holds simultaneously, then the path e 1 → r 1 → e 2 → r 2 → e 3 is a valuable path recorded as (e 1 , r 1 , r 2 , e 3 ). However, preparing desirable paths needs to iterate over all possible paths, and thus this process may consume quadratic resources. We argue that PTransE and many path-based models may be inefficient to model large KGs.
All the aforementioned models choose to minimize an energy function that is used in or similar to TransE. Moreover, except TransE and TransH, the remaining models require pre-trained entity and relation embeddings from TransE as initial input, which increases the training expense and also blurs their actual performance.
Non-translational Models
There also exist a number of models that are very different from the translational models. A neural tensor network (NTN) [12] defines a different loss function and creates many variables for each relation. This makes NTN unsuitable for KGs having plenty of relations. Furthermore, NTN requires word embeddings as initial input, which severely increases the training expense. DISTMULT [13] is as simple as TransE, but it employs a completely different energy function. More specifically, it is based on the Bilinear model [14] and represents each relation as a diagonal matrix. Node+LinkFeat (abbr. NLFeat) [15] can also be regarded as a path-based model like PTransE, but it only needs to extract paths of length 1 for constructing node and link features. For example, if there exists a triple (e i , r k , e j ) in a KG, and (e i , r', e j ) holds at the same time, then a binary feature is constructed as 1(r & r k ). Although using paths of length 1 to construct features is much easier than using longer paths, it still consumes considerable resources for large KGs.
Recently, the deep neural networks have received much attention in KG completion. Instead of using simple algebraic operations, the deep neural models stack a group of different neural layers to model complex patterns in KGs. R-GCN [16] leverages the conventional graph convolutional networks [17] and extends it to multi-relational data like KGs. ConvE [18] applies convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [19] for KG completion. ConvKB [20] is also based on CNNs but implemented with a novel fashion.
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Other methods like [21, 22] use extra data that cannot be extracted from the original training data, such as text corpora or entity descriptions. Due to the focus of this paper, we do not consider them currently.
BASIC AND DEEP SEQUENTIAL MODELS
In this section, w e first describe our basic sequential model BSKG. Then, we present our deep sequential model DSKG with three different integrating strategies. Finally, two optimization methods useful for accelerating convergence and preventing over-fitting are introduced.
Basic Sequential Model
We start with the basic seque ntial model, which has only one single RNN cell. Let T, E, R be the sets of triples, entities and relations in a KG, respectively. Given a triple (h, r, t) ∈ T, we represent h, t ∈ E and r ∈ R all as k-dimensional vectors h, t, r, and use the tail entity prediction task for example to write the basic RNN layer as follows: 
where c denotes an RNN cell, which receives its previous hidden state and the current element as input, and outputs the processed hidden state. s h , s r denote the processed hidden states of input h, r, respectively. s 0 denotes the zero hidden state for initialization.
There are a variety of candidate RNN cells that can be used to implement our model, e.g., the gated recurrent unit (GRU) cell [23] or the long short-term memory (LSTM) cell [24] . For simplicity, we do not discuss the details here, but use
to abstractly represent the operations for calculating the output of RNN cells.
Then, we can respectively use o h , o r to predict the relations of h and the tail entities of h → r as follows:
where W 1 denotes the weight matrix of relation prediction, which has a shape of |R| × k. b 1 denotes the bias vector. W 2 , b 2 are defined similarly. Therefore, p r , p t can be directly regarded as the unscaled probabilities for relation prediction and tail entity prediction, respectively.
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We respectively calculate the sampled softmax cross-entropy relation loss L r and entity loss L t [25] for the unscaled probabilities p r , p t as follows: 
where n i denotes the normalized probability of the i-th relation with softmax function. y i is the label for n i . Due to the fact that the r-th relation (the t-th entity) is the only correct one in this case, we can remove the zero components in the sum. N r , N t denote the sets of sampled negative labels for relation prediction and entity prediction, respectively.
There may exist multiple correct labels for both relation prediction and entity prediction, so in this paper we only use the current input triple to provide the correct labels for both relation prediction and entity prediction. For example, let (h 0 , r 0 , t 0 ) be the current training triple and t 1 , ..., t m be other correct labels for (h 0 , r 0 , ?), as these triples (h 0 , r 0 , t i ), i = 1, ..., m also exist in the training data. But we only consider t 0 as the exclusively right label and avoid adding it during sampling negative labels. We propose this method since it makes training much faster and does not need to prepare the label information for multi-label classification. This is also because the number of possible negative labels is much larger than that of correct ones.
Finally, we can jointly minimize both two losses L r , L t , or just minimize L t , as the final loss for training:
where L j denotes the joint loss, and L e denotes the entity-only loss. Our experimental results show that minimizing L j performs better on the entity prediction task, and also makes our models capable of predicting relations and triples.
Deep Sequential Model
RNN can be considered to be a deep neural network with indefinite layers, since it can recurrently process input in arbitrary times. However, only using a single RNN cell to process all information may be inefficient for KGs. Multi-layer RNNs have shown promising performance on modeling complex hierarchical
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architectures in the NLP area [26] , and KGs happen to have such architectures. Therefore, we propose DSKG, which uses multi-layer RNNs to model complex KGs. Three different integrating strategies, namely Joint, Respective and Cascade, are designed to integrate the RNN cells in DSKG. Figure 1 illustrates a two-layer version of our DSKG model with the three strategies. We describe them in detail below:
Joint
This strategy uses two distinct RNN cells c 1 , c 2 to process both entities and relations. The output hidden state of each cell needs to be fed to itself next time. Note that c 1 's output hidden state is also conveyed to c 2 . By doing this, we do not need c 1 to give an explicit result for each input, but enable it to convey its own comprehension to c 2 . c 2 performs prediction based on its previous hidden state and c 1 's processed hidden state, which include both sequential and hierarchical information. We formalize this process as follows:
, , 
We still use Equation (2) to calculate the output of RNN cells, and get two output pairs ( ) o o . For each pair, we can either combine its two output by weights or just use its last output to predict relations or tail entities. The former one has an advantage of modeling long hierarchical sequences, such as multiple brace-matching; while the latter one usually performs better when the sequences are short [26] . In this paper, we only use the output of the last cells for prediction, since triples in KGs are short.
Respective
Because entities and relations have very different characteristics, we believe that building multi-layer RNNs for them respectively may help our model capture very complex structures. Based on this intuition, we provide the relation layer with independent RNN cells. As shown in Figure 1 , we still use c 1 , c 2 to process input h, but assign independent RNN cells c 3 , c 4 to process r: 
This is the only difference compared with Equation (7). Our experiments show that this strategy improves the performance on completing KGs with more complex structures. For example, FB15K [4] is considered to be a complex data set since it has more than 1,000 different relations, while WN18 [4] only has 18 types of relations.
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Cascade
We propose this strategy because we believe that longer sequential RNN cells may model knowledge structures better, and the cells in the entity layer or the relation layer can concentrate more on its own current work. For comparison, c 1 , c 2 in Respective pass their output hidden states to c 3 , c 4 , respectively. Differently, Cascade only feeds c 2 's output hidden state to c 3 . So, Cascade cuts down the conflicts between the entity layer and the relation layer. We believe that this can help improve performance on triple prediction. We formalize this strategy as follows:
. 
However, h needs to be sequentially conveyed four times to obtain the final output. Such long sequence may help our model process h's features, but may also lose some information of h during conveying.
In addition to the above three integrating strategies, we also design a simple variant, called Entity-only, for comparing with Joint. The only difference between them is that Entity-only only optimizes the entityonly loss, which is more like previous entity prediction models.
Batch Normalization and Dropout
To accelerate convergence and prevent over-fitting, we also employ two optimization methods in our models.
Batch Normalization
Batch normalization i s widely used to alleviate the impact of improperly-initialized neural networks [27] . It enforces the input of next layers to a uniform Gau ssian distribution. In our models, the batch normalization layers are placed before and after both the entity layer and the relation layer.
Dropout
Dropout is a simple but effective method to prevent over-fitting [28] . It is implemented by keeping a neuron active with probability p D during training. In our models, we a dd the dropout layers before and after each RNN cell.
EXPERIMENTS
We implemented our method with TensorFlow, and conducted three different experiments, namely entity prediction, relation prediction and triple prediction, to evaluate it. In this sec tion, we first introduce the data sets and experiment settings. Then, we describe the procedure of each experiment and report the corresponding results.
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By carrying out these experiments, we want to answer the following three questions: 1) Can our method achieve state-of-the-art performance on some benchmark data sets? 2) How does our method perform on the new KG completion tasks such as relation prediction and triple prediction? 3) What are the strengths and weaknesses of each integrating strategy in our deep sequential model?
Data Sets and Experiment Settings
In all our experiments, we chose FB15K and WN18 as our data sets, which were proposed in [4] and used by a large number of previous methods. FB15K has 1,345 different relations, while WN18 contains 18 distinct relations. The detailed statistical data of these two data sets are listed in Table 2 . For each data set, we used the Adam [29] optimizer to train one model for all the evaluation tasks and stopped training when the entity prediction result on the validation data is optimized. Thus, the relation prediction and triple prediction results may not be optimal. For both FB15K and WN18, we set the parameters as follows: learning rate l = 0.001, embedding dimension k = 512, negative sample number n s = 512, batch size n B = 2,048, and the keep-probability for dropout layers p D = 0.5. We employed the LSTM cells in all our models and used two such cells in DSKG (joint), four in DSKG (respective) and DSKG (cascade), just as shown in Figure 1 . Adding more cells for DSKG may improve the performance, but would cause slower training speed. Also, our experiments would demonstrate the effectiveness of the two-layer DSKG model. Additionally, we added the reversed relations in the training data. This strategy is helpful to model relation pairs reversed to each other. There are many methods using reversed relations, such as PTransE [11] and ConvE [15] . We directly used the results reported in their papers. Specifically, for each triple (h, r, t) in the training data, we constructed a reversed triple (t, r -, h) and added it into the training data. Adding the reversed relations also enabled our models to predict head and tail entities in an integrated fashion, which means that our models can predict tail entities with input (h, r, ?), and predict head entities with (t, r -, ?) simultaneously. The reversed rela tions provide a convenient way to evaluate the head prediction. Also, they enhance the connectivity of KGs. Adding them can slightly improve the performance, while significantly boost the convergence speed.
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Entity Prediction
Entity prediction aims to predict h (or t) given an incomplete triple (?, r, t) (or (h, r, ?)). We evaluated our models with the same method used in [4] . For each triple (h, r, t) in the testing data, we constructed two incomplete triples (h, r, ?), (t, r -, ?) for tail prediction and head prediction, respectively.
Following [4] and many others, two evaluation metrics were used: the mean rank of correct entities (MR) and the percentage of correct entities in ranked top-10 (Hits@10). Besides, an incomplete triple like (h, r, ?) may have multiple correct tails. Entity t in the current testing triple (h, r, t) is only one of the correct. Thus, we also employed the filtered mean rank (FMR) and filtered Hits@10 (FHits@10) [4] , which removed all the correct entities except t during ranking.
The experimental results on FB15K and WN18 are shown in Table 3 . We can observe that: 1) DSKG outperformed the other models on FB15K and also achieved superior performance on WN18
for Hits@10 and FHits@10. 2) Compared with BSKG, DSKG significantly improved the performance of FHits@10 on FB15K, which has a more complex structure than WN18. 3) DSKG (joint) outperformed DSKG (entity-only) on both FB15K and WN18, which proved that jointly optimizing relation prediction and entity prediction is helpful for predicting entities. 4) The three strategies in DSKG performed similarly on FB15K, but diverged for MR and FMR on WN18.
For example, DSKG (cascade) achieved a better FHits10 than DSKG (joint) on WN18, but it performed worse on MR and FMR. We argue that WN18 only has 5,000 triples for testing, but it has about 40,000 different entities. So, if a model fails on one triple in the testing data, its MR and FMR would drop 8.0. However, for FB15K, its MR and FMR would only drop 0.25 at most. 5) DSKG (respective) outperformed DSKG (joint) on FB15K, which may show that using distinct RNN cells for the entity layer and the relation layer is helpful for modeling complex KGs. Table 4 shows the detailed entity prediction results on FB15K. We separated results by relationship categories, e.g., 1:1 denotes the one-to-one relationship and 1:M denotes one-to-many. We can observe that BSKG and DSKG outperformed the others on the complex relationship categories (i.e., 1:M, M:1 and M:N). The reasons are: (1) Our models are probability-based rather than margin-based, so they would not suffer from the problem of modeling the complex relationships in the margin-based models; (2) RNN cells can properly model triples that have complex relationships, since they can transfer and model entities or relations alternately. Note: "-" indicates the result unreported in literature. Models are ordered according to their publishing years. 
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Relation Prediction
Relation prediction aims to predict relations given a head (or tail) entity only. For each triple (h, r, t) in the same testing data as used in the entity prediction experiment, we took h as input for predicting r, and t for r -. Note that the testing data used here can be redundant. For example, (h 1 , r 1 , t 1 ) and (h 1 , r 1 , t 2 ) are two different triples for entity prediction, while relation prediction only considers h 1 , r 1 . We did not remove the redundant testing triple (h 1 , r 1 , t 2 ) in the relation prediction and triple prediction experiments, since the occurrence of (h 1 , r 1 ) can be regarded as its weight, reflecting its prevalence and importance in a KG.
Since there are no previous models designed for this task, we proposed a specific relation prediction model for comparison, which has two fully-connected layers. Each layer in this model has a weight matrix and a bias vector, and uses ReLU as the activating function. Note that DSKG (entity-only) may not suit this experiment task, because it does not minimize the relation prediction loss during training. We used the same evaluation metrics in this experiment.
The relation prediction results are shown in Table 5 . For FB15K, we can observe the following: 1) Predicting forward relations was more accurate than predicting backward relations for FHits@10 and FMR, due to the facts that KGs are usually constructed by humans, and (h, r, t) is a more natural representation than (t, r -, h). 2) DSKG outperformed the fully-connected two-layer model, which verified that jointly optimizing relation prediction and entity prediction can also help predict relations. 3) Both BSKG and DSKG achieved an FMR of 1.5 on predicting forward relations, which indicated that our models predicted the correct forward relations of an entity with a very high probability on average. We also evaluated our models on WN18. Because this data set has only 18 distinct relations, it is not surprising that all the models achieved similar performance. Still, DSKG showed a slight advantage for Hits@10 and FHits@10. It is worth noting that our models can also predict r given both h and t using the same method as in [11] (i.e., the aforementioned relationship prediction task). 
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Triple Prediction
DSKG is capable of not only predicting entities and relations, but also predicting the whole triples given an entity. So, triple prediction can be considered to be a more integrated task for KG completion. For each triple (h, r, t) in the same testing data as used in the entity prediction experiment, we only used h as input to predict the triples about h. Each model was first asked to predict the relation r p of h with the highest probability, and then used this relation to predict the most probable tail t p . As a result, we got one output triple (h, r p , t p ) for each input h. Note that the models in this experiment only predicted triples in the forward direction, because: (i) we have shown that the backward relation prediction results on FMR were worse than the forward relation prediction results; and (ii) predicting forward triples of an entity is more natural to KG modeling.
We evaluated the output triples with the following method. Let S R denote the set of all triples in a KG, S O denote the set of output triples, S p denote the union of testing and validation triples. S R and S p are referred to as the representation and prediction triple sets, respectively. We calculate the correct representation number as n R = |S R ∩ S O |, and the correct prediction number as n p = |S p ∩ S O |.
So, the representation precision and the prediction precision are calculated as follows:
We slightly modified the evaluation procedures of TransE, TransR and ConvE for comparison, since they are unable to predict relations. We provided relations for them using four different providers, i.e., DSKG (joint), DSKG (respective), DSKG (cascade) and correct relations.
The experimental results are shown in Table 6 . We can observe the following: 1) DSKG outperformed TransE and TransR, especially on WN18, even though providing the correct relations for them. This may be caused by the fact that both TransE and TransR are margin-based, and thus comparing distances for prediction may mislead them. 2) ConvE achieved similar performance compared with BSKG, but performed slightly weaker than DSKG. 3) Even we did not provide the correct relations, and DSKG still achieved good results, especially DSKG (cascade), which outperformed all the others on both FB15K and WN18. 4) For all the integrating strategies in DSKG, using their own providers to provide relations performed even better for Representation precision, which is probably because correct relations are actually extracted from testing data, while their own providers preferred to give more relations that have already been trained. 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed a new KG completion method that extends multi-layer RNNs to model triples in KGs as sequences. Our experimental results on FB15K and WN18 showed that our method achieved superior performance not only on the benchmark entity prediction task, but also on two new KG completion tasks to predict relations and triples given one single entity. For future work, we plan to explore the following three directions:
• Integrating the attention mechanism [30] in our method. While the attention mechanism has shown its power in the NLP area, applying it to KG completion has not been well studied. In future, we would like to extend our method with this mechanism to improve its inference ability.
• Using a provided KG to complete another KG. Recently, several methods start to leverage extra textual data for improving KG completion. However, textual data like entity descriptions and text corpora are written in natural language. Due to the ambiguity and heterogeneity of textual data, they may bring mistakes in prediction. Therefore, we think that taking existing KGs as another kind of extra data may improve performance.
• Embedding KGs for entity alignment. We also want to consider the problem of learning KG embeddings for entity alignment. Particularly, we look forward to learning embeddings of different KGs in a unified space and employing RNNs to explore neighboring context for entity alignment.
